18

WENDY RAEBECK:

Aloha, I guess I'm last.

19

So I just want to say that personally I'm not against

20

anybody, and I know that all the people who work in the

21

Navy are fine people and that living here on Kauai that

22

you know as well as all of us what we have.

23

would like to suggest that in the position that you're

24

in if you could instead of, you know, going back and

25

going, Oh, well, we went there and we listened to all

So I just

1

those people; to just take it to heart what the people

2

have said and maybe see what you can do in your position

3

to support the stuff that we all love about Kauai and

4

to, you know, instead of just taking orders and going

5

along.

6

see what maybe else can happen that can bring us

7

together.

8

focusing and working on a little bit more solution

9

oriented.

10

I've got to do this because this is my job.

To

Like Puanani said, and that, you know, start

And also just I'd really like to see the

11

testing be done maybe in-house somewhere.

12

we can put people on the moon, if we can build all these

13

aircrafts, we can certainly test in such a way that is

14

not harming things, you know.

15

And the last thing is, so the testing, are we

16

preparing to have a war?

17

war, so then what?

18
19
20

You know, if

And so then we're ready for

We have a war here?

So maybe, I don't know, I'd like us to work
together towards something a lot more wholesome.
And also, one last thing; sorry; is that I know

21

that you Navy people are in a huge, great position to

22

really know about the oceans.

You know a lot more than

23

a lot of us; me, for example.

And I'd like to really,

24

my real vision for the Navy is when we live in a world

25

of peace, which we can do, is that our Navy is the

1

absolute leader in everything ecological for the ocean

2

and use the power that we have in the seas to clean the

3

oceans and to preserve and protect the oceans.

4

you for having me.

(Applause.)

Thank

